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I. INTRODUCTION

Traffic streams in India for the most part heterogeneous comprising of wide variety of vehicles which varies in their physical and operating characteristics. There movements are highly depending on the available road space. This heterogeneous traffic consists of motorized vehicles (like heavy vehicle such as truck, mini truck, bus etc.; medium vehicle such as car, etc.; lighter vehicle such as two-wheeler, auto rickshaw etc.) and non-motorized vehicles (like cycle, cart, rickshaw, pedestrian, etc.). Further, the vehicles in Indian rush-hour traffic streams do not pursue path discipline which makes prevailing rush-hour traffic stream behaviour even more complex.

A Traveller Car Equivalent is basically the effect that a method of transport has on traffic factors, (for example, progress, speed, thickness) contrasted with a solitary vehicle. Passenger cars Equivalents (PCE) are used to express different vehicles in the heterogeneous traffic stream to passenger cars in the homogeneous traffic stream.

These PCEs are considered to be most essential in the analysis of heterogeneous traffic. The first study on PCE was conducted in 1965 and PCE were introduced in Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 1965 and characterized as "The quantity of traveller vehicles dislodged in the rush hour gridlock stream by a truck or a transport, under the predominant roadway and traffic conditions". This meaning of PCE was for relative homogeneous traffic conditions (just transport, vehicle and trucks) winning in created nations. It identified six parameters to estimates PCE values which are, headway, delay, platoon formation, speed, vehicle hours or density, and travel time. From that point forward a few people have dealt with evaluating PCE values for various vehicles under various traffic and roadway conditions [ Huber (1982); Craus et al., (1980); Kimber et al., (1985); Kaisy et al., (2005); Kimber et al., (1985); Sumner et al., (1984); Webster et al., (1999); Elefteriadou et al., (1997); Demarchi and Setti (2003) ; Mallikarjuna et al., (2006); ]. The majority of the works done here in past were planned for creating PCE values for substantial vehicles, for example, trucks. In a large portion of the cases PCE estimation is completed for one sort of vehicle. A few works were completed to gauge diverse PCE values for various sorts of trucks characterized dependent on weight to torque proportion. Sumner et al., (1984) proposed a model for the case in which traffic is made out of more than one class of overwhelming vehicle. Be that as it may, this strategy didn't think about the connection between various overwhelming vehicles (Demarchi and Setti 2003) and proposed a model in which total proportionality factor is determined for blended stream.

Even the existing code available in India (IRC: 64-1990) suggested two arrangements of PCE thinking about compositional impact. It is perceived that the PCE of a vehicle type changes with extent of that vehicle type in the rush hour gridlock stream. These recommended PCE values are based on limited field observed data. The PCE embraced are for the most part static, independent of the blend or some other trait of traffic or sign. In any case, the PCE esteems are only here and there static, and fluctuate contingent upon a few components like traffic synthesis, static and dynamic qualities of vehicles just as geometry of the crossing point and the control framework.

II. PCES BASED ON SPEED

There are three different ways to estimate PCEs based on speed.

i) To process PCE that outcomes in a similar normal working velocity for traveller vehicles as it were.

ii) To figure PCE that outcomes in a similar normal working rate for the entire traffic.

iii) To consider the overall paces decrease identified with every vehicle type.

Messer (1983) used first way to compute PCE for studying two-lane two-way rural highways. St. John et al., (1978), Huber (1982) utilized second approach to consider PCE. Particularly, Huber examined three PCE measures: normal voyaging speed, absolute travel time, and normal voyaging speed for traveller vehicles as it were. Some recommending outcomes are accomplished. To begin with, it is demonstrated that PCE esteems will increment as level of substantial vehicles increments. This is sensible on the grounds that high level of substantial vehicles implies visit collaboration among overwhelming vehicles and traveller autos.
Second, it is indicated that PCE esteem diminishes as stream rate increments if normal voyaging speed is utilized as PCE measure, while it increments as stream rate increments if all out movement time is picked as PCE measure. Which one is right is disputable? It should be natural that higher stream rate should mean successive communication among substantial vehicles and traveller autos. Contingent upon this, higher PCE worth should exist for high stream rate. Or then again, in any event, it keeps consistent as stream rate increments. Nonetheless, there exists a contention about whether PCE will be kept steady over stream rate or not. Supporters of the point show two reasons. In the first place, this will conserve the field or model information required. Second, it infers that principal relationship doesn’t change in structure between the vehicle just and blended streams. Since Huber (1982) just utilized the Greenshields model in his work, these ends ought to be just seen as natural and must be approved through a great deal of in-field information approval.

Hu and Johnson depicted how to utilize the 1965 HCM to discover PCEs dependent on speed in a report distributed in 1981. As indicated by this report, PCEs are utilized to change over a blended vehicle stream into a traveller vehicle just stream with the equivalent working rate. They utilized condition [1] created by Linzer et al., (1979) to compute the PCE. Working velocities depended on the plan outlines acquired by examine performed by the MRI, as depicted in the area on the TRB Circular 212. Hu and Johnson didn’t utilize explicit level changes, yet rather built up their PCEs dependent on broadened expressway portions.

Hu and Johnson utilized Linzer’s model and derived equation (1.1) given by Linzer et. al., (1979) to compute the PCE. Working volumes were seen as about straight, and stream rate and speed were similar to the inverse of the normal speed. The result of his presumption of equivalent LOS. Huber (1982) utilized normal travel time as the proportion of LOS. Equivalent normal travel time on a one-mile fragment is equal to the reverse of the normal speed. The result of his presumption of equivalent speed is that PCEs decline as the traffic volume increments. A moderate moving truck will smaller affect the normal speed when the absolute volume is higher. Huber discovered this outcome questionable and presumed that equivalent all out movement time to be utilized as a proportion of LOS. Huber hypothesized that the complete travel time is the duplication of traffic volume and the normal travel time in hours per mile. By this portrayal, all out movement time is comparable to thickness since it depicts vehicle inhabitancy on the roadway in vehicles per mile. Huber’s basic equation is formulated as equation (2).

Huber considered three PCE measures: normal speed of the whole traffic, whole travel time, and normal speed of the traveller vehicles as it were. The following are the important conclusions:

1) PCEs increase as the percentage of heavy vehicles increases. This is observed when either avg. speed or the total travel time is taken as the LOS measure. This is sensible on the grounds that high level of overwhelming vehicles implies visit association among substantial vehicles and traveller vehicles. 2) PCE worth declines as stream rate increments if normal voyaging speed is utilized as PCE measure.

3) PCE value increments as stream rate increments if complete travel time (equivalent to density) is used as PCE portion. It must be understood that higher the stream rate means more common interactions among substantial vehicles and traveller vehicles, which means as flow rate increases PCE should increase or, at least, PCE should be constant as flow rate increases. It is controversial that regardless of whether PCE will be steady over stream rate or not. PCE value increments as stream rate increments if complete travel time (equivalent to density) is used as PCE portion.
Where Cn is the speed decrease coefficient for vehicle type n and C11s the speed decrease coefficient for traveller vehicles.

For two-path interstates St.John (1984) and St.John and Kobett (1984) built up a nonlinear relationship for determining PCE utilizing mean speed as the proportion of equality. As an expansion to his examination on truck execution on updates, St John (1986) proposed a non-straight truck factor. This non-linearity tended to the progressively littler effect of trucks on the traffic stream as the extent of trucks expanded. He contemplated that as the extent of trucks expands companies may frame and the communication with vehicles might be diminished. Moreover, St John attested that the impact of different truck types features the requirement for a non-straight truck factor. The truck factor depended on a speed stream relationship. He presented the idea of comparability bit, which represents the gradual impact of trucks in a rush hour gridlock stream and is utilized to ascertain PCEs. Speed has been utilized as the proportion of execution essentially for two-path and multilane thruways.

III. PCEs BASED ON HEADWAY RATIO METHOD

The proportion progress technique was spearheaded by Greenshields (1947). The idea driving utilizing the degrees of progress (time or space) is that progress is a proportion of room involved by a vehicle. Therefore average headways for the heavy vehicle class of interest and the passenger cars are computed and PCE is defined as

\[ PCE_i = \frac{h_i}{h_c} \]  

Where \( PCE_i \) = PCE of vehicle class I
\( h_i \) = normal progress of vehicle class I
\( h_c \) = normal progress of traveller vehicles

In Greenshields method the PCU estimations of various vehicle kinds were acquired by looking at headway of vehicle types with those of traveller vehicle. For more accurate results headways should be measured on a vehicle to vehicle basis of possible combinations for a large sample of each vehicle type.

Drawback of this method is that complications are involved in collecting data from a large number of possible combinations of vehicles.

For accurate results headways should be measured on a vehicle to vehicle basis of possible combinations for a large sample of each vehicle type. Because of complication involved in collecting data from a large number of possible combinations, a simpler calculation procedure has been developed, so long as there is no bias in doing so (Scrags 1964). Assuming, in the traffic stream the proportion of heavy vehicles is low, the number of headways between heavy vehicles is small and headways are in any case almost dependent of the class of vehicle preceding and following it. The formula for this is given below and is a simplification of that used by Scrags (1964).

Passenger care equivalent of vehicle type h = \( \frac{h_{1-h}}{h_{1-1}} \)

Where,
\( h_{1-h} \) = mean headway between light vehicle and a following vehicle of type h
\( h_{1-1} \) = mean headway between two consecutive light vehicles

In 1976, Werner and Morrall proposed that the progress technique is most appropriate to decide PCEs on level territory at low degrees of administration. Acknowledging one of the essential impacts of substantial vehicles in the rush hour gridlock stream is that they occupy more room; degrees of progress have been utilized for probably the most well-known techniques to ascertain PCEs. The PCE is calculated as

\[ E_T = \left( \frac{H_M}{H_B} - P_C \right) / P_T \]  

Where
\( H_M \) is the normal progress for an example including all vehicle types.
\( H_B \) is the normal progress for an example of traveller vehicles as it were,
\( P_C \) is the extent of autos, and
\( P_T \) is the extent of trucks.

Werner et al., utilized the progress strategy for low speed trucks and the regular speed technique for the 1965 HCM for higher speed trucks. One inquiry emerges as to utilization of the progress technique for low speed trucks when low speeds for the most part happen on redesigns instead of on level territory. The consequences of their examination by creators repeated PCEs in the 1965 HCM for higher speed trucks. PCEs were classified by percent grade, length of evaluation, and LOS gathered A, B, C, D and E.

Huber (1982) proposed a model based on idea that a truck consumes more space than a single passenger vehicle, and which decreases the lane volume: finally estimate PCE standards for vehicle under free-streaming conditions. A proportion of impedance as an element of traffic stream is utilized to relate two traffic streams, one that has trucks blended in with traveller autos and the other that has traveller vehicle as it were. A deterministic model of traffic stream is utilized to appraise the impedance-stream relationship. The creator recommended that PCE esteems are identified with speed and length of the subject vehicles and to fluctuate with the extent of trucks in the rush hour gridlock stream. Cunagin et al., (1982) in an article uncovered that the nearness of trucks in the rush hour gridlock stream of a turnpike brings about expanded normal degrees of progress. The biggest degrees of progress included trucks following trucks, and the types of progress expanded for bigger truck types. Seguin et al., (1982) figured the spatial progress strategy for ascertaining PCEs. This strategy characterizes the PCE as the proportion of the mean slacking progress of a subject vehicle partitioned by the mean slacking progress of the essential traveller vehicle and is defined as

\[ E_T = \frac{H_j}{H_B} \]  

Where,
\( H_j \) is the mean slacking progress of vehicle type I under conditions j and
\( HB \) is the mean slacking progress of traveller vehicles.

The slacking progress is resolved from the back guard of the accompanying vehicle and along these lines incorporates coming up next vehicle's length.
Central Road Research Institute (1982) proposed similar equation based on this concept for heterogeneous traffic streams, includes observed average headways under mixed traffic and only cars. Krammes and Crowley (1986) utilized this strategy for fundamental turnpike areas then through considering space types of progress rather than time types of progress. Considering space progress used this method for considering density as the measure, because density is inverse of average space headway and similarly considering time headway implies considering the traffic flow. There are some approaches to computing the progresses also.

Single method is to consider lagging headway or in other words, the time or space from the rear of the leading vehicle to the rear of the subject vehicle. Therefore, it includes the length of the subject vehicle and the intervehicle gap. Another approach could be to consider the leading headway or the time or space gap between the front of the leading and following vehicles.

When the headway is used, the effect of the truck on only the vehicle that is immediately following it is being considered. But, the slower speeds of trucks delay all the vehicles that are travelling behind the truck. Along these lines, significant insufficiency of progress approach is that it doesn't consider the extra deferral caused to the whole traffic stream due to slower speeds of trucks in work zones. Krammes et. al., (1986) compared the consistent volume to limit technique, equivalent thickness strategy, and spatial progress technique and reasoned that the spatial progress technique was generally fitting for level road portions. The creators call attention to that the spatial progress strategy not just records for the acknowledged impact of trucks because of estimate and lower execution, yet in addition the mental effect of trucks on drivers of different vehicles. This effect is as streamlined unsettling influences, sprinkle and splash, sign blockage, off tracking.

Spatial progress is viewed as a surrogate measure for thickness. The two of which mirror the opportunity of mobility in a rush hour gridlock stream. An adjustment to condition [2] set forth by Huber to figure PCE dependent on-stream rate permits the count of PCE dependent on progress. The condition utilizes the slacking progress since it is coming up next vehicle's view of mobility that influences the PCE. Conflicting to the discoveries of Cunagin et al., the slacking progress for trucks following trucks was seen as fundamentally not exactly the slacking progress for vehicles following trucks. In this way, as opposed to the suggested condition [10] by Seguin et al., suggests that PCE should be calculated

\[
E_T = \left(1-P_T\right)H_{TP} + P_TH_{TT}
\]

(10)

Where

- \(E_T\) is the extent of trucks,
- \(H_{TP}\) is the slacking progress of trucks following traveller autos in the blended vehicle stream,
- \(H_{TT}\) is the slacking progress of trucks following trucks in the blended vehicle stream, and
- \(H_T\) is the slacking progress of autos following either vehicle type in the blended vehicle stream.

An extra improvement over condition [9] prescribed by Seguin is that the extent of trucks is considered in condition [10]. Krammes et al., accepted that an expansion in the extent of trucks will bring about higher PCEs in light of the fact that the open door for cooperation among autos and trucks will increment and used above concept and taking basic and mixed flow headways instead of basic and mixed traffic volumes. The level of trucks in the rush hour gridlock stream and the effect of trucks on inter vehicular spacing are very important for PCE values. Later, this equation was used by Chandra (1997).

Molina (1987) proposed a changed progress way to deal with registering PCE at signalized crossing points. Not at all like the progress approaches talked about over, this methodology considers the expanded degrees of progress of the vehicles lined behind the truck at the signalized convergence. He discovered that the truck type essentially influenced the PCE esteemed a littler, single unit truck had less effect on delay than five-pivot mix trucks. The situation of the truck essentially influenced the PCE of consolidated trucks. This can be expressed mathematically as follows

\[
PCE = \frac{\left(h_t + \Delta h\right)}{h_t}
\]

(11)

Where

- PCE= PCE of the heavy vehicles
- \(h_t\) = headway of heavy vehicle
- \(h_s\) = immersion stream progress of traveller vehicle
- \(\Delta h\) = the all-out expanded progress of the line brought about by the truck.

Molina’s conclusions from the results are (i) Truck type influences the size of the PCE (ii) Position of the vehicle in the line didn't altogether influence the PCE esteem for the two-and three-pivot, single-unit trucks. (iii) Position of vehicle in line has an exceptionally articulated impact on the PCE estimation of enormous five-hub mix of trucks. (iv) The PCE estimations of 3.7 and 1.7 ought to be utilized for overwhelming and light vehicles, separately, (v) Position of trucks in queue and proportion of trucks are not considered in this study. This method doesn't mirror the complete postponement experienced by vehicle in the queue when heavy vehicles are present in the queue.

IV. PCES BASED ON DENSITY

The use of the speed-flow-density relationship to calculate PCEs has been practiced since the late 1970's. Huber (1982) presented the idea of utilizing equivalent thickness to relate blended stream rate and base stream rate for count of PCE in condition (12). This equation processes the PCE by relating the progression of a traveller vehicle just traffic stream to that of a blended vehicle traffic stream. The impact of trucks is evaluated by relating the traffic streams for an equivalent LOS. Any proportionate LOS or impedance could be picked for the correspondence. On the off chance that for instance, thickness was utilized to characterize the equivalent LOS criteria, the stream thickness relationship could be utilized to relate the traffic streams at an equivalent thickness esteem. The downside of Huber's calculation is that it expect the blended vehicle stream contains traveler autos and just one kind of truck.
Sumner et al., (1984) extended the relationship portrayed by Huber to ascertain the PCE of a solitary truck in a blended rush hour gridlock stream, by representing numerous truck types. This estimation requires a watched base stream, blended stream, and stream with the subject vehicles. The equivalent LOS or impedance measure would cut over every one of the three stream thickness bends. The relationship depicted by Sumner et al., is defined as in equation (13) which permits the computation of the PCE of a solitary truck in a blended vehicle stream including numerous truck types. As applied to roads, thickness is the most widely recognized equivalent proportion of LOS.

\[
E_T = \frac{1}{p_T} \left( \frac{q_B}{q_M} - 1 \right) + 1
\]  

(12)

Where, \( E_T \) = the PCE value of the base vehicle (by definition)
\( p_T \) = the proportion of trucks (non-base vehicles) in the mixed flow,
\( q_B \) = the base vehicle stream
\( q_M \) = the blended vehicle stream

Downside of Huber's calculation is that it expect the blended vehicle stream contains traveler autos and just one sort of truck.

V. SUMNER METHOD

Sumner et al., (1984) extended the relationship depicted by Huber to ascertain the PCE of a solitary truck in a blended rush hour gridlock stream, by representing different truck types. This computation requires a watched base stream, blended stream, and stream with the subject vehicles. The equivalent LOS or impedance measure would cut over every one of the three stream thickness bends. The relationship portrayed by Sumner et al., is figured which permits the computation of the PCE of a solitary truck in a blended vehicle stream including various truck types.

\[
E_S = \frac{1}{4p_T} \left( \frac{q_B}{q_S} - \frac{q_B}{q_M} \right) + 1
\]  

(13)

Thus knowing the three flows, equation (13) can be used to calculate the PCE value of any subject vehicle. Any proportional LOS or impedance could be picked for the correspondence. In the event that for instance, thickness was utilized to characterize the equivalent LOS criteria, the stream thickness relationship could be utilized to relate the traffic streams at an equivalent thickness esteem.

As applied to turnpikes, thickness is the most widely recognized equivalent proportion of LOS, and Webster and Elefteriadou (1999) utilized this technique to figure PCEs for trucks in 1999. Their methodology was to utilize re-enactment demonstrating to figure the stream stanzas thickness connections. Once more, the specialists inspected the effect of winning traffic stream, extent of trucks, truck type (by length and weight to control proportion), length and percent level, and number of expressway paths in their assessment. The aftereffects of the examination by Webster et al., demonstrated that PCEs increment with expanding traffic stream on interstate sections and lessening with expanding extent of trucks and number of paths.

Demarchi et al., (2003) described the confines of inferring PCEs for traffic streams with different truck types. In an arithmetical induction, they demonstrated that PCEs created for a solitary truck type in a blended rush hour gridlock stream containing numerous truck types utilizing condition (14) don't completely represent the cooperation between trucks. They contemplated that considered independently, "the PCE esteem for the subject vehicle is typically disparaged, in light of the fact that the minimal effect diminishes as the extent of subject vehicles in the stream increments." Conversely, the effect of trucks as of now in the blended vehicle stream is overestimated on the grounds that their genuine extent ought to be littler than it is preceding expansion of the subject vehicles.

Demarchi et al., recommended that a potential workaround to stay away from the mistakes related with computing the PCE for each truck independently is to figure a total PCE planned as

\[
E_T = \frac{1}{\sum p_i} \left( \frac{q_B}{q_M} - 1 \right) + 1
\]  

(14)

Where, \( p_i \) is the extent of trucks of type I out of all trucks n in the blended rush hour gridlock stream, \( q_B \) is the base stream rate (traveler vehicles just), and \( q_M \) is the blended stream rate.

This condition is essentially condition (12) set forth by Huber and altered for different truck types in the blended rush hour gridlock stream. PCEs in the HCM 2000 are accounted for by percent grade, length of evaluation, and percent trucks. The PCEs display a reduction for expanding extent of trucks.

Estimating or assessing the thickness esteem is troublesome under heterogeneous traffic conditions, and simultaneously, thickness is autonomous of vehicle length and width of the vehicle. Because of these reasons utilizing the thickness esteem as a proportion of impedance in computing PCE values under blended traffic conditions may prompt mistaken outcomes. Mullikarjuna et al., used area occupancy (a modified measure of density) and proved that it is ready to speak to the blended traffic in a superior manner than mass and occupancy.

Variation of PCE values with respect to trucks and flow are given in the following tables 1 and 2 respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>LOS as measure</th>
<th>Result with respect to trucks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Linzer et. al., (1979)</td>
<td>V/c ratio</td>
<td>PCE decreases as proportion of trucks increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Huber (1982)</td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>PCEs decrease with an increase in traffic volume. PCEs increase with an increase in proportion of trucks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Huber (1982)</td>
<td>Density (Total travel time)</td>
<td>PCEs increase with an increase in traffic volume. PCEs increase with an increase in proportion of trucks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Krammes &amp; Crowley (1986)</td>
<td>Head way</td>
<td>PCE increases as proportion of trucks increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>H. Botma (1988)</td>
<td>Macroscopic model</td>
<td>PCE increases as proportion of trucks increases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>LOS as measure</th>
<th>PCE variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>St. John et. al.,(1978)</td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>PCEs remain almost unchanged with flow rate variance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Roess et al. (1984)</td>
<td>Weight to power ratio</td>
<td>PCE increases as flow rate increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Webster and Elefteriadou (1997)</td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>For freeways, as flow rate increases, PCE remains almost unchanged PCE remains almost unchanged for increased proportion of trucks too. For arterials, PCEs decreases as proportion of trucks increases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>HCM (2000)</td>
<td>Density</td>
<td>PCEs increase with an increase in traffic flow. PCEs decrease with an increase in proportion of heavy vehicles on freeway segments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Rahman et al.,(2005)</td>
<td>Speed reduction of PCs</td>
<td>For specific upgrades, PCE decreases as proportion of trucks increases. For extended segments and level roads, PCEs remain constant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Mallikarjuna et al.,(2006)</td>
<td>Area occupancy</td>
<td>PCEs decreases as proportion of trucks increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Dazhi Sun et. al.,(2007)</td>
<td>Speed and proportion of trucks</td>
<td>At same speed, PCEs will fluctuate as percentage of trucks increases. The PCE will increase first and then decreases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Arasan &amp; Krishnamurthy(2008)</td>
<td>speed</td>
<td>PCE estimation of vehicles increments with increments in rush hour gridlock volume for low volume levels and PCE esteem decline with increment in rush hour gridlock volume for higher volume conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Manraj Singh et al.,(2012)</td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>PCE of a given vehicle category decreases with increase in volume capacity ratio. The PCE value of all categories of vehicles decreases when their proportion increases in the traffic stream.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For freeways, as flow rate increases, PCE remains almost unchanged PCE remains almost unchanged for increased proportion of trucks too. For arterials, PCEs decreases as proportion of trucks increases. For specific upgrades, PCE decreases as proportion of trucks increases. For extended segments and level roads, PCEs remain constant. PCEs increases with an increase in traffic flow. PCEs decrease with an increase in proportion of heavy vehicles on freeway segments. For specific upgrades, PCE decreases as proportion of trucks increases. For extended segments and level roads, PCEs remain constant.

PCEs increase with an increase in traffic volume. PCEs increase with an increase in proportion of heavy vehicles. At same speed, PCEs will fluctuate as percentage of trucks increases. The PCE will increase first and then decreases.

PCE estimation of vehicles increments with increments in rush hour gridlock volume for low volume levels and PCE esteem decline with increment in rush hour gridlock volume for higher volume conditions. PCEs increases with increase in width of road. PCE of a given vehicle category decreases with increase in volume capacity ratio. The PCE value of all categories of vehicles decreases when their proportion increases in the traffic stream.
VI. CONCLUSION

From literature review it can be concluded that heterogeneous traffic stream can be converted into an equivalent base stream either using individual PCEs or aggregate PCE. Several studies are available in literature which estimated the individual PCE values of multiple types of vehicles moving on rural highways. They have used simulation model, empirical data or combination of both. Most of the studies used individual PCEs and a reliable simulation model is essential for studying the effect of multiple variables on PCE. Very few studies have been conducted using the simulation as far as the developing countries are concerned. Majority of the studies in India have focused on obtaining the individual PCEs, but not using the simulation-based approaches. For estimating the individual PCEs using the simulation-based approaches, it is necessary to make several runs for each composition of the traffic stream. For studying the effect of varying compositions on the PCE, several simulation runs have to be made. For heterogeneous traffic mix, getting the individual PCE value for a specified proportion of vehicle type may not be that useful due to the following reason. PCE value of the subject vehicle will change with its proportion, depending on the proportion of the other vehicles present in the traffic stream. Hence, the concept of aggregate PCE can be used to convert the heterogeneous traffic stream into an equivalent base stream. For studying the influence of difference variables on aggregate PCE, it is also necessary to use a reliable simulation model and the simulation runs are to be made for all the traffic compositions.
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